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University of Arkansas, College of Education and Health Professions 

DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 

 

I. Program Affiliation:  Special Education 

 

Course Number and Title: CIED 694v (3):  Special Topics – Advanced 

GT Practicum 

 

 Catalog Description:   

Discussion and advanced studies on selected topics in curriculum and 

instruction. Specific focus on recent developments. 

 

Prerequisites: Admission to graduate school and instructor 

permission 

 

 Professor:    Marcia B. Imbeau, Ph.D. 

      Professor 

      123 Peabody Hall 

Office Phone : 479-575-3570 

Cell Phone: 479-530-1427 

mimbeau@uark.edu 

 

II. Relationship to Knowledge Base: 

 Advanced Preparation (M.Ed.) 

This course is an advance course designed for the scholar-practitioner 

concerned with applying what they have learned in previous gifted and 

talented education coursework and study to the real-world of 

teachers/administrators in gifted programs.  The major purpose of this course 

is to have students to respond to a variety of situations/tasks that they will 

likely encounter in their work and develop a professional portfolio of various 

products that demonstrate specific competencies. 

 

 

III. Goal 

The goal of this course is to develop a professional portfolio of carefully 

constructed responses to a variety of situations persons in gifted education 

may be called on to produce. 

 

IV. Competencies 

 Upon completion of this course, the student should be able to: 

mailto:mimbeau@uark.edu
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1. Respond to requests for information from various constituencies. 

2. Summarize major reports for particular audiences. 

3. Analyze, summarize and draw conclusions regarding the results of research, 

as well as, recommendations from experts on timely and controversial 

topics. 

4. Describe procedures for conducting a program evaluation. 

5. Plan and describe how you would handle a hard conversation. 

6. Develop documents that provide guidance to other teachers regarding 

curriculum and instruction for a gifted program. 

7. Create policies on appropriate topics that is clear, concise and appropriate. 

8. Discuss how decisions made are consistent with goals and objectives for the 

program overall. 

9.  Generate ideas for creating and improving program ownership with various 

stakeholders. 

10. Demonstrate competencies in knowledge, understanding and skill for 

effective GT teachers/administrators. 

 

V. Content 

 

From the NAGC-CEC Teacher Preparation Standards in Gifted and Talented 

Education 

Standard 1 begins with a gifted professional’s understanding of individual learning differences 

focusing on how language, culture, economic status, family background, and/or disability 

impacts 

the learning of individuals with gifts and talents. Based on these understandings gifted education 

professionals respond to learners’ individual needs.  

Standard 2 emphasizes the nature of multiple learning environments for gifted learners. This 

includes creating safe, inclusive, and culturally responsive environments for all learners. These 

environments provide the framework for a continuum of services that respond to individual’s 

gifts, talents, motivations, cultural, and linguistic differences.  

Standards 3, 4, and 5 focus on gifted education professionals’ knowledge and implementation 

of the learning process. Standard 3 emphasizes educators’ knowledge and use of core and 

specialized curricula to advance learning for individuals with gifts and talents. Standard 4 

concentrates on assessment, both for identifying individuals with gifts and talents and also the 

types of assessment used to differentiate and accelerate instruction. Standard 5 focuses on the 

selection, adaption, and planned use of a variety of evidence-based instructional strategies to 

advance learning of gifted and talented individuals.  
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Standard 6 emphasizes the use of foundational knowledge of the field and professional ethical 

principles as well as national Pre-K-Grade 12 gifted education programming standards to inform 

gifted education practice to engage in lifelong learning, and to advance the profession.  

Finally, Standard 7 focuses on gifted education professionals’ collaboration with families, other 

educators, related-service providers, individuals with gifts and talents, and personnel from 

community agencies in culturally responsive ways to address the needs of individuals with gifts 

and talents across a range of learning experiences. 

Additional information and the standards may be found https://www.nagc.org/resources-

publications/resources/national-standards-gifted-and-talented-education/nagc-cec-teacher-0 

 

VI. Evaluation 

Students in this course will be evaluated and grades assigned based on the 

number of points accumulated on completing all #10 scenarios along with an 

introduction – rationale for the their work and a reflection of areas where 

they have grown and where they will continue to focus in the future. There 

are 400 points possible but individual points can be found on the scoring 

guide. 

 

VII. Syllabus Change 

The instructor reserves the right to make changes as necessary to this 

syllabus.  If changes are made, advance notification will be given to the 

class. 

 

VIII. Grading Scale 

 

The total number of points earned will determine the student’s final grade.  

The scale will be as follows:  450-500 = A, 400-449= B, 350-399= C. 

 

IX. Resources and Policies You Need to Know 

 

Blackboard Learning System:   learn.uark.edu  

In an effort to support sustainability, this course will be managed through the 

University of Arkansas' Blackboard Learning System.  Students will use this 

tool to help facilitate a blended web-based educational 

environment.  Students will use this site for work submission, 

communication, collaboration, as well as grade management.  The course 

syllabus, class notes, detailed assignment descriptions, rubrics, and 

https://www.nagc.org/resources-publications/resources/national-standards-gifted-and-talented-education/nagc-cec-teacher-0
https://www.nagc.org/resources-publications/resources/national-standards-gifted-and-talented-education/nagc-cec-teacher-0
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supplemental materials will be published via the Blackboard Learning 

System.  

  

Blackboard Resources  

Blackboard Demand:  http://ondemand.blackboard.com/students.htm  

Blackboard Help:  http://help.blackboard.com/student/index.htm  

U of A Blackboard Learn Support:  http://bbsupport.uark.edu/category/students/  

Blackboard Help Desk:  479-575-6804; Monday - Thursday: 8am-5pm & 8pm-

10pm; Friday: 8am - 5pm; Sunday: 4pm - 11pm  

  

Students with Disabilities    

University of Arkansas Academic Policy Series 1520.10 requires that students with 

disabilities are provided reasonable accommodations to ensure their equal 

access to course content. If you have a documented disability and require 

accommodations, please contact me privately at the beginning of the 

semester to make arrangements for necessary classroom adjustments. Please 

note, you must first verify your eligibility for these through the Center for 

Educational Access (contact 479–575–3104 or visit http://cea.uark.edu for 

more information on registration procedures).  

 

Academic Honesty  

As a core part of its mission, the University of Arkansas provides students 

with the opportunity to further their educational goals through programs of 

study and research in an environment that promotes freedom of inquiry and 

academic responsibility. Accomplishing this mission is only possible when 

intellectual honesty and individual integrity prevail.  

 

Each University of Arkansas student is required to be familiar with and 

abide by the University's 'Academic Integrity Policy' at 

https://honesty.uark.edu/. Students with questions about how these policies 

apply to a particular course or assignment should immediately contact their 

instructor.  

 

Center for Learning and Student Success Class+  

The Center for Learning and Student Success (CLASS+) works with 

students to refine and strengthen the academic skills necessary for success at 

the University of Arkansas.  Call 479.575.2885 or visit the office in Gregson 

Hall, or visit their website.  

  

Writing Center  

http://cea.uark.edu/
https://honesty.uark.edu/
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CLASS+ Writing Support provides one-on-one tutoring assistance. You can 

work with writing tutors in person or upload your paper for online feedback. 

Writing tutors help you learn revision strategies for developing your 

academic and professional writing skills.  Schedule a free online or in-

person appointment. Call 479-575-6747 or email writcent@uark.edu. 315 

Kimpel Hall, or visit their website.  

  

Counseling and Psychological Services   

The staff of Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) works with 

members of the University to help solve problems, understand themselves, 

grow personally, develop more satisfying relationships with friends and 

family and help with other mental health issues. Services are provided by 

licensed psychologists, counselors, and social workers. Call 479-575-5276 to 

make an appointment, or visit their website. There is 24 hour emergency 

service available, Call (479) 575-5276.  

  

Research Librarians   

Ask a Librarian!  Text: 479-385-0803, Call: 479-575-6645, email: 

refer@uark.edu, or live chat!  Visit their website. Education Librarian is 

Laura Cameron 479-575-5313 or lecamero@uark.edu   

  

Full Circle Pantry  

The Jane B. Gearhart Full Circle Food Pantry is available as a free grocery 

assistance center for all U of A students, staff, and faculty. Full Circle is 

located on the backside of Walton Residence Hall and is open Mondays 

from 11a-3p, Wednesdays from 3p-5p, and Thursdays from 10a-2p. If you 

need assistance outside of these hours, please email pantry@uark.edu to set 

up an alternate time. For more information visit fullcircle.uark.edu or email 

pantry2@uark.edu.  

  

Attendance Policy  

“Education at the university level requires active involvement in the learning 

process. Therefore students have the responsibility to attend classes and to 

actively engage in all learning assignments or opportunities provided in their 

classes. Instructors have the responsibility to provide a written policy on 

student attendance that is tied to course objectives and included in a course 

syllabus. There may be times, however, when illness, family crisis, or 

university-sponsored activities make full attendance or participation 

impossible. In these situations students are responsible for making timely 

arrangements with the instructor to make up work missed. Such 

mailto:lecamero@uark.edu
mailto:pantry2@uark.edu
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arrangements should be made in writing and prior to the absence when 

possible.”  

  

“Examples of absences that should be considered excusable include those 

resulting from the following: 1) illness of the student, 2) serious illness or 

death of a member of the student’s immediate family or other family crisis, 

3) University-sponsored activities for which the student’s attendance is 

required by virtue of scholarship or leadership/participation responsibilities, 

4) religious observances (see Students’ Religious Observances policy 

below), 5) jury duty or subpoena for court appearance, and 6) military duty. 

The instructor has the right to require that the student provide appropriate 

documentation for any absence for which the student wishes to be 

excused.”  from Attendance Policy in the Faculty Handbook  

  

Respect for Diversity (source: Brown University 

https://www.brown.edu/sheridan/teaching-learning-resources/inclusive-

teaching/statements)  

It is my intent that students from all diverse backgrounds and perspectives 

be well served by this course, that students' learning needs be addressed both 

in and out of class, and that the diversity that students bring to this class be 

viewed as a resource, strength and benefit. It is my intent to present 

materials and activities that are respectful of diversity: gender, sexuality, 

disability, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race, and culture. Your 

suggestions are encouraged and appreciated. Please let me know ways to 

improve the effectiveness of the course for you personally or for other 

students or student groups. In addition, if any of our class meetings conflict 

with your religious events, please let me know so that we can make 

arrangements for you.  

  

If you feel like your performance in the class is being impacted by your 

experiences outside of class, please don't hesitate to talk with me. I want to 

be a resource for you. I (like many people) am still in the process of learning 

about diverse perspectives and identities. If something was said in class (by 

anyone) that made you feel uncomfortable, please talk to me about it.   
 

 

XII. Course Resources 

 Mullins Library 

 University Professors 

 Business Persons 

https://www.brown.edu/sheridan/teaching-learning-resources/inclusive-teaching/statements
https://www.brown.edu/sheridan/teaching-learning-resources/inclusive-teaching/statements
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 Textbooks 

 Professor’s Assistance Materials 

 Students/Classroom Teachers/Parents 

 Internet 

 

XIII. Research Base 

 

 Students are encouraged to use previous textbooks from courses taken in 

gifted education, as well as, any of the resources provided in the scenarios 

and resource document. 

 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

 

All course work should be typed in APA style (7th ed.) and the final portfolio 

submitted by May 2 at midnight. 

 

The purpose of this advanced practicum course is for 

students to apply what they have learned through their 

coursework and study to several real-world 

situations/tasks that administrators and teachers of gifted 

programs are often called on to do in their work.  Twelve 

scenarios have been created for you to respond by creating 

various products that will become part of your GT 

Professional Portfolio. Students should consult the scoring 

guide regarding specific criteria for each scenario and the 

points each scenario is worth. You are encouraged to use 

texts from previous courses to find information, resources 

and references along with the websites included in this 

document to help you in developing each product. Each 

product should be labeled by the scenario number and 

should be compiled in chronological order. Your work is 

due at midnight on the last day of class, May 2, 2021.   
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CIED 694v(3): Special Topics - Advanced GT Practicum 
Spring  2021 Scoring Guide  

 
Note: Please consult any specific instructions regarding the products indicated for each scenario in 

each week’s folder.  When compiling your GT Professional Portfolio with each product from the twelve 

scenarios, you must also include a Rationale as an introduction to your work and a Reflection as a 

conclusion of your study of the field. See criteria for these and for each scenario below. 

 

Portfolio Entry Product Criteria Points 
 

Introduction 

• Overview of your work and the importance it 

has had to your growth as a professional 

dedicated to gifted education is evident 

• Narrative is well-written 

20 

 

Scenario #1 - 

Priorities 

• List includes both basic, practical and 

theoretical issues 

• Questions are thoughtful and professional 

• Insight into your commitment to optimize 

the learning of advanced learners 

25 

Scenario #2 – 

Including 

Underrepresented 

Groups 

• Publication is well-designed and the specific 

recommendations are clearly focused on 

equity and inclusion 

• Well researched with appropriate citations 

• Panel member suggestions with a rationale 

for each one is clearly presented 

50 

Scenario #3 – 

Total Program 

Ownership 

• Activities proposed are innovative and show 

a commitment to increasing “buy-in” of the 

GT program for each stakeholder group 

• Sources (where appropriate) are indicated 

for the some of the proposed activities  

• Document is well organized, well written, 

persuasive and free of errors  

40 

Scenario #4 – Job 

Announcement 

• Qualities, rewards and challenges are 

embedded in the announcement 

• Specific requirements of the state are 

included 

• Audience appeal present 

• Well written  

30 

Scenario #5 – 

Director Timeline 

of Duties 

• Timeline of tasks presented with clear 

purpose for each 

• Progression of both routine and specialized 

tasks are indicated 

35 

Scenario #6 – GT 

Program 

• Best-practice program evaluation elements 

present in plan 

40 
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Evaluation Action 

Plan 

• Appropriate steps in Program Evaluation 

are included 

• Timeline and responsible parties are 

indicated 

Scenario #7 – 

Hard 

Conversation 

• Script shows a thoughtful, confident 

professional who can well explain tough 

decisions 

• Script also shows genuine concern for 

students, teachers and the program 

40 

Scenario #8 – 

Curriculum Scope 

and Sequence and  

GT Unit Template 

for Quality 

Elements for 

Future Units of 

Study 

• Scope and Sequence is balanced (including 

different disciplines and highlighting new 

skills – discipline specific & thinking skills) 

with units that appear timely, challenging 

and engaging for the grade level and appear 

to grow in sophistication as students 

progress in the program 

• Template includes clear, appropriate, 

recommended elements (see NAGC-CEC 

Teacher Preparation Standards, 1,3,4,5) 

50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50 

Scenario #9 – 

Acceleration 

Policy 

• Proposed policy provides clear, reasonable 

guidance for the procedures/decisions 

regarding students who may need 

acceleration 

• Policy is well-written, uses appropriate 

citations  

50 

Scenario #10 – 

Maximizing the 

Field Trip 

Experience 

• Unit example clearly shows how the field 

trip experience is an integral part of the unit 

of study 

• Preparation prior to the field trip is evident 

• Debriefing after the field trip is also noted 

along with appropriate thank yous or other 

courtesies  

40 

Scenario #11 

GT Secondary 

Programming 

Options 

• Reply is thoughtful, friendly and 

professional 

• PMI chart clearly lists all of the GT services 

found in the scenario and evidence is 

supported with citations 

• Conclusion is a natural, logical summary of 

the data presented from the chart 

50 

Scenario #12 

Characteristics, 

Needs, Issues and 

Supports for 

LGBTQ Students 

• Slides are well-designed with appropriate 

and research-based evidence (citations are 

referenced) 

• A teacher would clearly know the 

characteristics, issues and strategies for 

50 
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supporting LGBTQ students based on the 

presentation. 

Reflection • Narrative indicates how you have extended 

your knowledge, understanding and skill 

about working in gifted programs as well as 

areas you want to continue to grow in as you 

gain more experience 

20 

Total Points    ___________________/500                                                            

 

 


